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Introduction 26
Environmental conditions across the planet vary in terms of their capacity to support 27 microbial life. Further, individual environments can change rapidly over time, and these 28 changes are likely to impact the composition of microbial communities and ecosystem 29 functions in unpredictable ways [1, 2] . Microbial species composition is partially 30 indicative of environmental conditions, particularly with regard to the presence of 31 individual specialist species that are well adapted to unique environments [3, 4] . 32
However, many bacterial species within a community are generalists that are capable of 33 thriving in diverse environments and must therefore sense and respond to various 34 environmental signals [5] . For instance, Escherichia coli grows inside the comparatively 35 warm, nutrient rich digestive tract of host [6] organisms but spends another portion of its 36 life-cycle exposed to harsh environmental conditions upon being excreted and before 37 finding another host. The mere presence of generalist species in an environment may 38 provide little value for understanding past or current environmental conditions because 39 their varied gene expression repertoire permits growth across varied conditions [7] . 40
41
On top of their native responses to external conditions, microbial cells can be 42 engineered to act as sensors for a variety of environmental features via rational design 43 of synthetic genetic circuits that may, for instance, cause the cells to fluoresce upon 44 sensing of a particular small molecule [8] . Such applications can provide a useful, low-45 cost diagnostic for monitoring environmental changes, but individual synthetic biology 46 applications take time and resources to develop. Additionally, there is still a concern 47 about releasing genetically engineered species into natural environments where they 48 may act as low-cost sensors for pollutants or various environmental phenomena of 49 interest [9] . 50 51 To partially alleviate this concern, previous work has shown that the species 52 composition of an environment can serve as a rapid and low-cost biosensor to indicate 53 the presence of various contaminants according to the species abundances identified 54 machine learning models and find that highly similar environmental conditions can be 85 discriminated with a relatively high degree of accuracy. We also investigate which 86 conditions are more-and less-challenging to discriminate and find that prediction 87 accuracies decrease substantially for stationary phase cells, indicating the importance 88 of cellular growth for discriminating between conditions. Finally, we note that our 89 accuracy remains limited by training set size such that our findings present a lower 90 bound on the predictive power that is achievable given a greater availability of training 91 data. 92 93
Results

94
Data structure and pipeline design 95 We used a previously generated dataset of whole-genome E. coli mRNA and protein 96 abundances, measured under 34 different conditions [18, 19] . This dataset consists of a 97 total of 155 samples, for which mRNA abundances are available for 152 and protein 98 abundances for 105 ( Fig 1) . For 102 samples, both mRNA and protein abundances are 99 available. The 34 different experimental conditions were generated by systematically 100 varying four parameters. Here we further simplified the experimental conditions into a 101 total of 16, by grouping similar conditions together (e.g., 100, 200, and 300mm Na + 102 were all labelled as "high Na"). For the remainder of this manuscript (unless otherwise 103 noted) we use the term "growth condition" to refer to the four-dimensional vector of 104 categorical variables defining growth phase (exponential, stationary, late stationary), 105 carbon source (glucose, glycerol, gluconate, lactate), Mg 2+ concentration (low, base, 106 high), and Na + concentration (base, high). The question we set out to answer is: to what 107 extent are machine learning models capable of discriminating between these growth 108 parameters given only knowledge of gene expression levels, provided as mRNA 109 abundances, protein abundances, or both? 110
111
We applied a general cross-validation strategy and first split samples into training and 112 test datasets. We next used the training data to fit supervised models to the gene 113 expression data to maximize correct predictions of the labeled environmental 114 conditions. At the training stage, we employed parameter tuning, which required a 115 further subdivision of the training data to identify the optimal tuning parameters. Finally, 116
we use the trained and tuned models to predict test set data and report prediction 117 accuracy. To assess robustness of our results to the choice of training and test data, we 118 repeated this procedure 60 times. Our pipeline is illustrated in Fig 2 and After constructing our analysis pipeline, we first asked whether there were major 124 differences in the performance of different machine learning approaches. We tested four 125 different machine learning models, three based on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 126 with different kernels (radial, sigmoidal, and linear) and the fourth using random forest 127 classification. We trained models to predict [7,20] the entire four-dimensional condition 128 vector at once for a given sample, and we used the multi-class macro F1 score [21] to 129 quantify prediction accuracy. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 130
It approaches zero if either quantity approaches zero, and it approaches one if both 131 quantities approach one (representing perfect prediction accuracy). We note that this 132 score is highly conservative as it will classify a prediction as incorrect if a single variable 133 is incorrectly predicted, even if the predictions for the remaining three variables of 134 interest are correct. We assessed model performance during the tuning stage of our 135 pipeline by recording which model had the best F1 score for each tuning run (S1 and S2 136 Figs). At the tuning stage, we found that the SVM model with a radial kernel clearly 137 outcompeted the other models when fit to mRNA data, and the random forest model 138 outcompeted the other models when fit to protein data (Table 1) . 139
140
We next compared the F1 scores for model predictions applied to the test set. When 141 using mRNA abundance data alone, the distribution of F1 scores from our 60 142 independent replications were centered around a value of 0.7 (Fig 3) . The F1 score 143 distributions were virtually identical for the three SVM models and were somewhat lower 144
for the random forest model. Model performance on test data using only protein 145 abundance measurements was slightly worse than those achieved with mRNA 146 abundance data. However, it is important to note that the protein abundance data 147 contains fewer conditions overall, which may partially explain the decreased predictive 148 accuracy of the protein-only model-a point to which we return to later. 149
150
In addition to assessing the overall predictive power using F1 scores, we also recorded 151 the percentage of times specific growth conditions were accurately or erroneously 152 predicted, and we report these results in the form of a confusion matrix (Fig 4) . Here, Table 2 ). 188
189
When considering the confusion matrices for the three scenarios (mRNA abundance, 190 protein abundance, and combined), we found that many of the erroneous predictions 191 arising from mRNA abundances alone were not that common when using protein 192 abundances and vice versa (S5 and S6 Figs). For example, when using mRNA 193 abundances, many conditions were erroneously predicted as being exponential phase, 194 glycerol, base Mg 2+ , base Na + , or as stationary phase, glucose, base Mg 2+ , high Na + ; 195 these particular predictions were rare or absent when using protein abundances. By 196 contrast, when using protein abundances, several conditions were erroneously 197 predicted as being stationary phase, glycerol, base Mg 2+ , base Na + , and these 198 predictions were virtually absent when using mRNA abundance data. Prediction accuracy differs between environmental features 205 We also assessed the sources of inaccuracy in our models. As previously noted, the 206 majority of incorrect predictions differed by only a single factor. The environmental 207 features that accounted for most of these single incorrect predictions were Mg 2+ 208 concentration for the protein-only data and carbon sources for mRNA-only data. 209
Moreover, growth phase (e.g. exponential, stationary, late-stationary) is not strictly an 210 environmental variable and using this as a feature may partially skew our results if the 211 goal is to predict strictly external conditions. 212
213
We thus trained and tested separate models using only exponential or only stationary 214 phase datasets and asked to what extent these models could predict the remaining 3 215 environmental features (carbon source, [Mg 2+ ], and [Na + ]). We found that prediction 216 accuracy was consistently better for models trained on exponential-phase samples 217 compared to models trained on stationary-phase samples, irrespective of the machine-218 learning algorithm used or the data source (mRNA, protein abundances, or both) ( Fig  219   6 ). This observation implies that E. coli gene expression patterns during stationary 220 phase are less indicative of the external environment compared to cells experiencing 221 exponential growth. A notable caveat is that we have fewer stationary phase samples 222 and this decrease in accuracy may partially be due to the size of the training dataset. 223
Even despite the lower accuracies, however, predictive accuracy from models trained 224 solely on stationary phase cells was still much higher than random expectation, 225 illustrating that quiescent cells retain a unique signature of the external environment for 226 the conditions studied. 227
228
To better understand which conditions were the most problematic to predict, we 229 constructed models to predict only individual features rather than the entire set of 4 230 features. When making predictions based on mRNA abundances only, models were 231 most accurate in predicting growth phase and least accurate for carbon source, with 232 Mg 2+ and Na + concentration falling between these two extremes. By contrast, when 233 making predictions based on protein abundances, the most predictable feature was 234 carbon source, the least predictable was Mg 2+ concentration, and Na + concentration 235 and growth phase fell in-between these two extremes (Fig 7, S8 Fig) . Finally, for the 236 combined mRNA and protein abundance dataset, we found that accuracy for carbon 237 source and Mg 2+ concentration generally fell between the accuracies observed using 238 mRNA and protein abundances individually. By contrast, accuracies for the Na + 239 concentration and growth phase were generally as good as-or better than-the 240 prediction accuracies of the individual datasets (S9 Fig) . Together, these findings 241
highlight that mRNA and protein abundances differ in their ability to discriminate 242 between particular environmental conditions. 243 244
Model validation on external data 245
The samples that we studied throughout this manuscript are fairly heterogeneous and 246 were collected by different individuals over a span of several months/years. However, 247 different sample types were still analyzed within the same labs, by the same protocols, 248 and thus may be more consistent than one might expect from data collected and 249 analyzed independently by different labs-which would be an ultimate goal of future 250 applications of this methodology. We thus applied our best-fitting protein abundance 251 model to analyze protein data with similar conditions that was independently collected 252 and analyzed [7] . Since this external dataset did not contain measurements for all of the 253 4196 proteins that we measured and constructed our model on, we tested two 254 alternative approaches of applying our model to the external data. For the first 255 approach, we filled the missing parts of the external data with the median values of our 256 in-house data before making predictions. In the second approach, we restricted our 257 training dataset to only include proteins that appeared in the external validation data set. 258
These two approaches lead to comparable results (Fig 8) . Notably, our model made 259 mostly correct predictions on this dataset. The model was most accurate at 260 distinguishing between different growth phase data, and moderately accurate at 261 distinguishing Na + concentration and carbon source. The external data did not have 262 variation in Mg 2+ levels, however, and our model incorrectly predicted several samples 263 to have high Mg 2+ . 264 265
Discussion
266
Our central goal in this manuscript was to determine whether gene expression 267 measurements from a single species of bacterium are sufficient to predict environmental 268 growth conditions. We analyzed a rich dataset of 152 samples for mRNA data and 105 269 samples for protein data across 16 distinct laboratory conditions as a proof-of-concept. 270
We could show that E. coli gene expression is responsive to external conditions in a 271 measurable and consistent way that permits identification of external conditions from 272 gene signatures alone using supervised machine learning techniques. While E. coli is a 273 well-characterized species, our analysis relies on none of this a priori knowledge. It is 274 thus likely that increasing the number and diversity of training samples and conditions 275 will produce further improvements in accuracy and discrimination between a wider array 276 of conditions. 277
278
Interestingly, we found that consideration of mRNA and protein datasets alone are 279 sufficient to produce accurate results, but that joint consideration of both datasets 280 results in superior predictive accuracy. This finding implies that post-transcriptional 281 regulation is at least partially controlled by external conditions, which has been 282 observed by previous studies that have investigated multi-omics datasets [12, 20, 22, 23] . An important finding that we discovered was that cellular growth phase places limits on 288 the predictability of external conditions, with stationary phase cells being particularly 289 difficult to distinguish from one another irrespective of their external conditions. A 290 possible explanation for this behavior might be associated with endogenous 291 metabolism, whereby stationary phase cells start to metabolize surrounding dead cells 292
instead of the provided carbon source. This new carbon source, which is independent of 293 the externally provided carbon source, may suppress the differences between the cells 294 in different external carbon source environments [26, 27] . Another reason for this 295 behavior might be related to strong coupling between gene expression noise and 296 growth rate. Multiple studies have concluded that lower growth rates are associated with 297 higher gene expression noise, which might be a survival strategy in harsh environments 298
[28]. Negative correlations between population average gene expression and noise 299 have been shown for E. coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, lending support for this 300 theory [29, 30] . Finally, we note that stationary phase cells have likely depleted the 301 externally supplied carbon sources after several weeks of growth. The similarity of 302 stationary phase cells to other stationary phase cells may be a consequence of them 303 inhabiting more similar chemical environments to one another compared to during 304 exponential growth where nutrient concentrations are more varied across conditions. 305
Nevertheless, discrimination of external environmental factors in stationary phase cells 306 was still much better than random-indicating that these populations continue to retain 307 information about the external environment despite their overall quiescence. 308
309
A relevant finding to emerge from our study is that different features of the environment 310 may be more or less easy to discriminate from one another and this discrimination may 311 depend on which molecular species is being interrogated. Growth phase, for instance, 312
can be reliably predicted from mRNA concentrations but similar predictions from protein 313 concentrations were less accurate. A possible explanation for this observation is the fact 314 that mRNAs and proteins have different life-cycles [19, 31] . Given the comparably slow 315 degradation rates of proteins, a large portion of the stationary phase proteome is likely 316 to have been transcribed during exponential phase growth. As another example, carbon 317 sources can be reliably predicted from protein concentrations, but the accuracy of 318 carbon source predictions from models trained on mRNA concentrations was more 319 limited. Carbon assimilation is known to be regulated by post-translational regulation 320
[32-34], which may be a possible reason for this finding (Fig 7, S9 Fig) . Our study is a proof-of-principle towards the goal of using gene expression patterns of 338 natural species as a rapid and low-cost method for assessing environmental conditions. 339
Other research has shown that the species repertoire, derived from meta-genomic 340 sequencing, may be useful for determining the presence of particular contaminants [3] . 341
Our findings suggest that further incorporation of species-specific gene expression 342 patterns can likely improve the accuracy of such methods. While genetically engineered 343 strains may play a similar role as environmental biosensors, our study highlights that-344 with enough training data-the molecular composition of natural populations may 345 provide sufficient information to accurately resolve past and present environmental 346 conditions. 347
Materials and Methods
348
Data preparation and overall analysis strategy 349 We used a set of 155 E. coli samples previously described [18, 19] . Throughout this 350 study, we used different subsets of these samples in different parts of the analysis. For training & tune set and then rotated the test data set with respect to these axes. We 370 then picked the top 10 most significant axes in the training & tune dataset for learning 371 and prediction. Finally, we trained and tuned our candidate machine learning algorithms 372 with the dimension reduced training & tune dataset and then applied those trained and 373 tuned algorithms on the dimension-reduced test dataset to make predictions. This entire 374 procedure was repeated 60 times for each separate analysis (Fig 2) . 375
376
We used four different machine learning algorithms: SVM models with (i) linear, (ii) 377 radial, and (iii) sigmoidal kernels, and (iv) random forest models. We used the R 378 package e1071 [49] for implementing SVM models and the R package randomForest 379
[50] for implementing random forest models. SVMs with radial and sigmoidal kernels 380 were set to use the c-classification [51] algorithm. 381 382 Model scoring 383 Our goal throughout this work was to predict multiple parameters (i.e., growth phase, 384 carbon source, Mg 2+ concentration, or Na + concentration) of each growth condition at 385 once. Therefore, we could not measure model performance via ROC or precision-recall 386 curves, which assume a simple binary (true/false) prediction. Instead, we assessed 387 prediction accuracy via F1 scores, which jointly assess precision and recall. In particular, 388 for predictions of multiple conditions at once, we scored prediction accuracy via the Alternatively, we can average precision and recall and then combine those averages 397
into an F1 score [21]: 398 ", macro = 2 〈Precision , 〉 〈Recall , 〉 (〈Precision , 〉 + 〈Recall , 〉) ⁄ . 399
Between these two options, we implemented the first, because it is not clear that 400
individually averaging precision and recall before combining them into F1 appropriately 401 balances prediction accuracies from different conditions with very different prediction 402 accuracies. 403
404
Model training and tuning 405 For training, we first divided the training & tune data further into separate training and 406 tuning datasets, using a 75:25 split (Fig 2) . As before for the subdivision between 407 training and test data, we did this again semi-randomly, trying to preserve the ratios of 408 individual conditions. We repeated this procedure 10 times to generate 10 independent 409 pairs of training and tuning datasets. Next, we generated a parameter grid for the tuning 410 process. We optimized the "cost" parameter for all three SVM models and the "gamma" 411 parameter for the SVM models with radial and sigmoidal kernels (S1 Fig). For the 412 random forest algorithm, we optimized three parameters; "mtry", "ntrees", and 413 "nodesize". 414
415
We trained each of the four machine learning models on all 10 training datasets and 416 made predictions on the 10 tuning datasets. We applied a class weight normalization 417 during training, where class weights are inversely proportional to the corresponding 418 number of training samples and calculated independently for each training run. We 419 calculated macro F1 scores for each model parameter setting for each tuning dataset 420 and then averaged the scores over all tuning datasets to obtain an average 421 performance score for each algorithm and for each parameter combination. The 422 parameter combination with the highest average F1 score was considered the winning 423 parameter combination and was subsequently used for prediction on the test dataset 424 (Fig 2) . were taken at multiple time points during a two-week interval, and they can be broadly 629 subdivided into exponential phase, stationary phase, and late stationary phase samples. F1 score for prediction of growth conditions from mRNA or protein abundances, using 647
four different machine-learning algorithms (SVM with radial, sigmoidal, or linear kernel, 648
and random forest [RF] models). For each model type, 60 independent models were 649 trained on 60 independent subdivisions of the data into training and test sets. We found 650 that random forest models consistently performed worse than SVM models, and 651 predictions based on mRNA data were slightly better than predictions based on protein 652
data. The black dots represent the mean F1 scores. protein and mRNA abundances were used to compare the performance of machine 670
learning models based on only mRNA, only protein, and mRNA and protein data 671 combined (left to right, respectively). Regardless of the machine learning model used, 672
prediction performance was higher for models that use protein data compared to mRNA 673
data. Further, using both mRNA or protein data resulted in higher predictive power 674 compared to either alone. Statistical significance of these differences is reported in 675 external samples we matched to conditions in our dataset, we show the predicted 697 sodium level, magnesium level, carbon source, and growth phase. Black text indicates a 698 correct prediction. Red text indicates an incorrect prediction. Blue text indicates a 699 prediction for a condition where the external data falls between two categories in our 700
data (see Methods for details 
